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President’s Report
It is hard to believe that I am at the end of my first term as your president and it has been my pleasure to
serve you over this time. I have really enjoyed meeting and chatting to player about what can be done for
the betterment of the sport that we love to play. My focus over the next 12 month is to see more people
playing croquet. Raising the profile of croquet is one of your Executive’s goals and there are a number of
initiatives they are working on and we hope to proceed with these in the coming year.
Croquet has been around for many years and in the past 12 months some clubs have celebrated their Centennial Year – Morrinsville Croquet Club, Whakatane Croquet Club, Mt Albert Croquet Club, Pukekohe
Croquet Club and Kelburn Municipal Croquet - Congratulations to you all. It is great to be able celebrate
these milestones and a chance to remember all those from the past that have given of their time to make it
possible to being a functioning club for 100 years.
This year was the Centennial New Zealand Open was held in Christchurch. This drew a great field of
player from around the country and visitors from the UK and Australia. Toby Garrison taking out the converted title.
National Office
We were delighted when Greg Bryant accepted the role of Sport Development Officer. Greg has been
working diligently in a number of key areas and I trust you agree with me when I say Greg has been an excellent addition to the national office staff. I would like to thank Murray for the hard work in implementing
many changes to streamline the running of our National Office. We thank you sincerely for the fantastic
job you do behind the scenes' and the support you give to us all.
Croquet Matters is back—bigger and better! Greg and Murray have been working on this, but I’d also like
to especially recognise the contribution made by Jenny Clarke to Croquet Matters. Thank you Jenny! To
keep the newsletter relevant and informative we still need clubs to let us know about interesting titbits in
their area.
2012/13 saw the implementation of electronic banking in the national office. This resulted in a more
streamlined method of payments. It also led to an improvement in the record keeping for the audit which
was commented on favourably.
Board
The Board has worked very hard this year. Phillip Drew has been busy within his player development role
which has led to a new coaching policy, and qualifications. He has been involved with the structure of the
coaching clinics around the country, and liaised with Australia over the format of the GC Trans Tasman.
Baubre Murray has led the Finance Audit and Rick committee for 5 years now during which time the financial position has improved (in challenging economic times) and Croquet NZ has received clean audit reports. Brian Monckton has led the Laws Committee well completing several pieces of important work.
Lester O’Brien has led the tournament committee, a committee which regularly updates regulations and
tournament conditions as a result of feedback from players. Annie Henry has made contributions in many
areas in her first year on the executive. I want to thank them all, Bill and Brian leave the Executive at the
AGM and we thank them very much for their contribution to the Executive.
Thank you
Finally, a big thank you to all the volunteers in croquet who work hard to administer the sport, provide the
morning teas, maintain and set out the lawns, and all the other tasks that make it possible for over 4,000
people to enjoy their croquet. We couldn’t do it without you.

Sue Roberts
President
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Executive Director’s Report
It is a pleasure to comment on the activities of Croquet New Zealand for 2012/13. It has again been a very
successful year on and off the lawns.
Financial
Croquet New Zealand made a surplus of $17,256 in the 2012/13 financial year. This was achieved through
continued tight financial management of our limited resources. We continue to be well supported by the
gaming trust sector who provided funding towards a number of our key activities. Sponsorship continues to
be elusive.
International Competitions
The WCF introduced two new events to an already crowded calendar—a Women’s AC World Championship and a GC team Championship. Jenny Clarke led a large NZ contingent to the Women’s AC Worlds
and picked up the Gold medal and the trophy dedicated to the late Charles Jones.
The inaugural WCF Golf Croquet Teams Competition was held in Johannesburg in Nov/Dec 2012. Our
team of Duncan Dixon, Hamish McIntosh, Mike Crashley and Phillip Drew did exceptionally well and only
fell to the Egyptian team at the final hurdle. The players were fortunate to subsequently receive support
from High Performance Sport NZ (although this is the last time Croquet will be eligible for support in the
foreseeable future as HPSNZ focuses on supporting sports who will win medals at the Olympics and Commonwealth Games).
Our team for the AC Trans Tasman was an interesting blend of experience and debutants. Unfortunately
the Australian team proved too strong and won the series 3-0. Our thanks go to Nelson for hosting this
event. They did a great job of hosting.
The Under 21 GC Championships were almost cancelled at the last minute. However an event was played
with Lachy Hughes finishing a creditable 6th. In the Open GC World Champs in Cairo, Duncan Dixon and
Chris Clarke both made it to the Quarterfinals but fell to local opponents.
Coaching
Another very successful round of coaching took place during the season with more than 600 players attending. My thanks go to Jarrod Coutts, Greg Bryant and Josh Smith for completing this valuable task.
Office Management
The appointment of Greg Bryant to the Sport Development Officer role has been a terrific success. More
detail on his achievements follows in his own report. I’d personally like to thank Greg for his dedication to
moving projects forward and his good humour.

Lastly, my thanks to all the volunteers for their contribution to the sport. I definitely appreciate your support and the effort you put in so our membership can enjoy the sport.
Murray Taylor
Executive Director
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Sport Development Officer’s Report
The CNZ Executives' creation of a sport development role in this term is an excellent initiative. The objectives of the role, and what is required to meet those objectives is becoming well defined; in a nutshell, to
improve the capability of our clubs and associations to be relevant to the communities they operate in, and
to provide quality experiences for participants.
The 2013 Club Questionnaire is the most significant project I have undertaken in this last year. The initial
intention is to obtain reliable information on what it is we are doing and how successful we are at it.
What has become immediately obvious is that our communities and stakeholders have changed significantly in comparison to what croquet clubs have been doing for the last 83 years (on average). While the
quintessential qualities of croquet established over that time are institutional, I hope they can be integrated
with an increasing need to engage with a wider, professional community, and that they are not lost entirely
from regions that fail to connect with their communities and stakeholders.
Equally, it is vital for CNZ to be relevant to its membership. The club questionnaire identifies our needs
and assists strategies to achieve them. It initiates some benchmarking which is essential in terms of development.
The CNZ secondary schools croquet programme, initiated this season in four associations, has several intended outcomes including an immediate need to increase youth participation in clubs, currently at 2% of
the total membership. Some of the attention attributed to the other 98% needs to be redirected toward a
more sustainable membership base. The secondary schools programme engages associations with RST's
and school sports coordinators, croquet coaches and clubs to deliver CNZ supported, association owned
youth development programmes.
The catalyst for the CNZ schools programme is the National Secondary Schools event, however, opportunities to engage youth in the sport has 20 plus enthusiastic junior squad members participating in the CNZ
Gold & Silver Stars this month.
Participation in, and responses to the regional CNZ coaching sessions has been excellent. 20% of our total
membership attended one of 37 sessions at 19 venues throughout the country last season. Many thanks to
Jarrod Coutts for his substantial input to coaching (me) and to Josh 'croquet' Smith for assistance with the
Northern region.
The next round of regional coaching sessions is being planned for the beginning of the 2014/15 season. The
CNZ coaching sessions will be extended to benefit the development of regional officials, coaching capabilities and 'new to croquet' participation.
With Jenny Clarke's assistance, the CNZ Coaching Policy has been updated and progress is being made on
supporting resources, including croquet specific manuals. The coaching policy is aligned with the CNZ
Merit Award levels, and the supporting resources will be more closely aligned to the Sport NZ coaching
framework to develop consistent and up-to-date coaching philosophies. The coaching policy and program
will be delivered to Association Coaches via workshop/s from next July.
Along with familiarising myself with the landscape of sports
administration and development in NZ, it has been a very productive year, and no less so in the next.

Greg Bryant
Sport Development Officer
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Player Development Committee Report
The Player Development Committee is an integral part of Croquet New Zealand’s goal of “More players
playing better croquet more often” as the committee’s responsibilities cover the areas of selection, coaching, coaching qualifications, and liaison with the tournament and laws committees.
I would like to thank John Christie, Tony Stephens and Duncan Dixon for their work on the GC Selection
panel, and Aaron Westerby, Peter Filbee, Pam Fisher and Paul Skinley on the AC Selection panels. We
have been having ongoing discussions about improving the selection policy and ensuring ongoing succession planning for the selection panels.
The pathway for players is developing more structure:
With the development of the A vs B concept in GC as well as AC, this provides an additional opportunity
for players to be recognised by the selectors. We believe these are an excellent way developing players for
international success. For example Harps Tahurangi and David Wickham have played in the AC A vs B
match and gone on to represent New Zealand at the AC World Championships and the Trans Tasman. We
have agreed with Australia to play GC for the next Trans Tasman which is another opportunity to develop
our depth is GC players. There is some thought being given to further improvements in the player pathways.
The coaching clinics around the county were another success this year. Resources were developed and
handed out to players giving the programme more structure. These resources are now the basis for coaching in the Junior Youth Squad and other coaching activities. The committee is doing some work to ensure
that these programmes can continue, without reliance on any one person.
The development of coaching in the associations has taken a positive step forward with the approval of a
new coaching policy. This new policy reflects the different levels of coaching and the skills required of a
coach at these different levels. They are also now aligned with the merit award scheme (ie coaches who
qualify at a certain level will be expected to see their pupils achieve merit awards over the following season). I would like to thank Greg Bryant and Jenny Clarke for their work in reviewing all the existing documents and resources, and providing the structure of the new coaching policy. They have done a terrific job
and are now working on developing manuals to assist prospective coaches.
Croquet is a great sport for people willing to help others. Several of the elite AC players will be working
with up-and-coming players in a mentoring role. In the up-coming season the GC players who came 2nd in
the WCF Worlds teams event will be partnering Junior Youth Squad players at the GC Nationals.
I am always open to suggestions from players who have ideas on how to improve the sport. Please do not
hesitate to discuss your ideas with me.
I wish all players every success in the coming season

Phillip Drew
Convenor, Player Development Committee
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Selectors Report
ASSOCIATION CROQUET
Firstly, my thanks go to Paul Skinley, Pam Fisher and Peter Filbee for their work on this year’s AC Selection committee. The experience and the different perspectives that they each bring greatly contribute to the
robustness of our selection process.
On behalf of my committee I would like to offer special thanks to John Prince who joined us to assist with
our selection of our MacRobertson Team. It was certainly invaluable to have John’s input as our most experienced international representative.
I would also like to thank Murray Taylor for his administrative support.
The panel convened several times during the year, often via Skype, and completed the following work:
- Feedback for the inaugural CNZ Player of the Year Award (2011-2012).
- Selection of the NZ Trans Tasman Team. Despite limited availability of our top players we were able to
field a competitive team against a strong Australian side. The depth of our women is an ongoing concern
but we now have a four year break before the next AC series in which to develop new test players.
- Selection of players for the AC Invitation Events. It is our perception that the return to being ‘invited’ to
play is popular with players. However there is still some scope to improve the selection process for these
events.
- Selection of players for the AC World Championships in London. Given the current concentration of international events in both codes (and in particular the time commitment for the forthcoming MacRob series)
we again only had limited availability of our top players. It was however pleasing that almost all NZ players who wished to play in this event were able to play and we despite our weaker team (at least on paper)
the final NZ results were stronger than at the 2012 Worlds in Adelaide. Congratulations to Paddy Chapman
(Runner-Up/Silver Medalist) and to Jenny Clarke (Quarter-finalist).
- Selection of the NZ MacRoberston Shield Team. It was very pleasing to have all our top players available
for this prestigious fixture. Although we had expected a much longer selection process we were able to
confirm, what we believe to be, a very strong team at the conclusion of our initial meeting.
After four years on this panel I am stepping down to focus on my role as captain of our MacRobertson
Shield team, however (if requested) I would be happy to serve again in the future.
I wish all players a successful 2013-2014 season.

Aaron Westerby
Chairman, AC Selection Panel
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GOLF CROQUET SELECTION PANEL
My thanks go to Tony Stephens and Duncan Dixon for their work on the GC Selection panel.
The panel was delighted with the success of the GC team we sent to Johannesburg, where they finished
2nd, and giving the Egyptian team a real fright in the final.
At the GC Nationals we undertook two tasks (a) choosing the players for the GC Invitation events and (b)
selecting the players to represent New Zealand at the GC World Championships.
We felt that the results of the GC invitations showed that their is tough competition within New Zealand at
all levels. Four players tied with the same number of wins in the Duncan Dixon invite and three players
tied with the same number of wins in the Gordon Smith invite.
The selections made for the WCF GC World Championships in Cairo were:
Duncan Dixon
Steve Piercy
Sabri Mullialu
Mike Crashley
Dallas Cooke (who subsequently withdrew)
Chris Clarke (who indicated he was unavailable, then later found himself available and went to Cairo and
played in the qualifier, and qualified for the main draw)
A new initiative, the GC A vs B match, will be launched in the new season and the selectors picked two
teams to contest this match. The results will give the selectors additional information about our top playing
group.
I wish all players the best for the coming season.

John Christie
Convenor, GC Selection Panel
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International Results—Association Croquet
2012 WCF Women’s World Championships in Association Croquet
Melbourne
21-28 October 2012
Jenny Clarke
Marion McInnes
Baubre Murray
Jane Magill
Kathie Grant
Alison Wall
Liz McLay
Alison Robinson
Ann Sharp
Robbie Easther
Pauline Reid
Wendy Betteridge

1st Block A
GOLD MEDAL
4th Block B First
Round KO R/U Bowl
6th Block B
5th Block C First
Round KO R/U Shield
4th Block D
Second Round KO
5th Block D
2nd Block E
Second Round KO
3rd Block E
Second Round KO Winner Sheild
3rd Block F
First Round KO
6th Block G
3rd Block H
Second Round KO
5th Block H

Trans Tasman Test Series
Nelson
2-9 February 2013
New Zealand Team
Aaron Westerby (captain), Michael Wright, David Wickham, Harps Tahurangi
Jenny Clarke, Alison Robinson, Jane McIntyre, Laura Whittaker
*Chris Clarke withdrew for personal reasons
Test 1—Australia 8 NZ 4
Test 2—Australia 7 NZ 5
Test 3—Australia 8 NZ 3
Series win to Australia 3-0
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International Results—Golf Croquet
2012 WCF Golf Croquet World Teams Championships
Johannesburg
26 November—2 December 2012
Duncan Dixon—Captain
Hamish McIntosh
Mike Crashley
Phillip Drew
Block A
NZ beat Sweden 5-1
NZ beat Australia 4-2
NZ lost to Egypt 2-4
Semifinal
NZ beat USA 10-3
Final
NZ lost to Egypt 5-7

2013 WCF World Championships in Golf Croquet
Cairo
21-28 April 2013
Duncan Dixon
Steve Piercy
Sabri Mulliailu
Chris Clarke
Mike Crashley

1st Block C
5th Block F
7th Block G
1st Block A
8th Block D

Quarterfinalist

Quarterfinalist
R/U Plate

2013 WCF U21 Golf Croquet World Championships
Cairo
15-19 April 2013
Lachlan Hughes
Jasmine Rule
Oscar Baird-Gosling

6th
11th
12th
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Tournament Committee Report
Firstly my thanks to the members of the tournament committee for their contributions: Annie Henry, Phillip
Drew, Pam Fisher, Greg Bryant and Brian Monckton. It is great to have Phillip and Brian on the tournament committee so that there is a close liaison between the Player Development Committee, the Tournament Committee and the Laws Committee. Jenny Clarke was also co-opted to attend our April meeting and
provided positive input into the tournament planning process.
The last tournament season was dominated by the Centenary
of the New Zealand Open. This was a terrific tournament organized by Canterbury and was supported by many overseas
players leading to the largest field for a long time. Our congratulations to Toby Garrison for winning the event and Aaron
Westerby for being the runner-up.
The work of the tournament committee prior to the start of last
season resulted in changes to the format of several tournaments—which proved very popular amongst the players.
These changes will be kept for this coming season.
The allocation of some of the prestigious tournaments (rather
than the previous bid process) worked well last season and has again been used to finalise the tournament
calendar for 2013/14.
A number of changes to tournament regulations have been updated or amended to reflect current practise.
Changes made to the tournaments this season involve:
increasing the number of days for the GC Nationals by one day (after requests from players)
reducing the number of days for some of the invitation events (there will be a reduction in the number of players invited).

♦
♦

Please continue to send in player evaluations after each Croquet NZ tournament, these do get read, and
where appropriate, actioned.
Our thanks go to all the associations, clubs, groundspeople, managers, referees, umpires and other helpers
who put in their time to run tournaments. Without your help we could not have the wide range of events
which people enjoy playing in.

Lester O’Brien
Convenor, Tournament Committee
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Laws Committee Report
Dennis Kerr resigned from the Committee at the end of last season. I would like to take this opportunity of
acknowledging the contribution he made, particularly during the development of the present examinations.
Brian Boutel has joined the Committee in his stead.
The examination system appears to be working well. A modification was made to one question in the
Referee Re-qualifying examination where the answer appeared to be in doubt, and to a subsequent question
which was affected in consequence, but those have been the only alterations.
The following examination passes have been noted in the year 1st August 2012 to 31st July 2013 with the
previous season in brackets:

Umpire

Target New
10

Actual New
13(13)

Re-qualification
28*(17)

Referee

3

3(5)

3(2)

Senior Referee

2

4(3)

1(0)

*includes 7 candidates who let their referee qualification lapse but passed the umpire examination.
Whilst the targets have been met, there is a steady decline in overall referee numbers in some associations,
some of which are now not able to conduct their own referee examinations as they do not have the minimum requirement of a senior referee and referee. Other associations, notably Wellington, are maintaining a
good number of officials. I would like to acknowledge the work done by Greg Bryant, Sport Development
Officer, who is investigating incorporating umpire and referee courses into the CNZ Coaching programme.
He is also looking at producing software publications, such as short video clips, of common umpiring situations, which can be viewed and discussed by club members.
The Committee investigated the need for alternative examinations to cover re-sits. After some discussion,
with valuable contributions from those with expertise in education theory, it was decided that a re-sit of the
same examination was unlikely to be of any significant advantage to the candidate, and the considerable
effort required to produce alternative examinations was not warranted.
The Committee is currently investigating the matter of hoop-setting. It is agreed that referees should have
some experience, and senior referees expertise in this, but at present the topic does not feature in the examinations. Questions to be decided in the coming season include whether questions on hoop-setting should
be included in referee and/or senior referee examinations, and if so, which, or whether it should be a responsibility of the Association Referee to ensure all referees have training in this.
The Executive has agreed that the Laws Committee responsibilities be extended to providing support for
Tournament Referees at Tier 1 and International events.
After an approach by the Australian National Director of Refereeing (Association Croquet), the Executive
and Laws Committee agreed to a request that material from our examinations be used in their Umpire and
Referee examinations. This agreement was subject to their acknowledging Croquet New Zealand as the
owner of the material used.
The Laws Committee is developing protocols with Australia over the mutual recognition of umpire and
referee qualifications in the two countries. There are obstacles to a smooth transition, one being that Australia has only two grades of referee, New Zealand has three, the other being that Australia has no requalifying examination, but expects all referees to maintain an activity log which is used to decide whether
a referee qualification should be renewed. However, the Laws Committee has produced a proposal which
is being considered by our Australian counterparts. As it stands, our proposal could be used as a guide to
the status of Australian referees wishing to officiate in New Zealand. It should be noted that this would not
affect in any way Australian referees who are officially invited to referee in New Zealand (usually in an
international event).
13

Following a request from the Tournament Committee, the Laws Committee approved the variation to the
Laws of Super-Advanced Play as an Appendix to the Laws for 2013-14. This allows this variation to be
trialled at certain events in the coming season. The variation is used in some events by the (English) Croquet Association, and it was felt that our elite players would be at a disadvantage if they could not gain appropriate experience.
Following an enquiry about the date of expiry of qualifications, I have ruled that this be 31st December of
the appropriate year. Hence a qualification gained by passing an examination in October 2013 would expire on 31st December 2018. Although this does mean that a few qualifications would be valid for nearly
six years, I made the decision primarily to simplify administration for association referees.
As I am not seeking re-election to the Executive, I will also be standing down from the role of Convenor of
the Laws Committee, although I hope to remain a member of it. I would like to thank the members of the
Committee, present and past, for all the work they have put in, and to the help they have given me.

Brian Monckton
Convenor, AC Laws Committee.
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MATERIAL DIFFERENCES ON MOVEMENTS
INCOME
Levies—Levies came in slightly higher than budget after the $1 increase in levies
Interest Income – we exceeded budget by proactively managing the amount of funds on term
deposit during the year
Grants – We were close to our estimate and continue to be fortunate to receive support from a number of
gaming trust funders
Group Insurance – an error was made in charging clubs at the wrong rate which lead to slightly less than
predicted income
Equipment & Publications—it is difficult to budget for the amount of sales as it depends on club needs at
any time.
Yearbook Income – Income was down slightly through a reduction in the number of Yearbooks sold.
PEGS Income – this is really passing income received from SportNZ through to players. No real effect on
profitability.
EXPENDITURE
Administration Expenses – Below budget.
Badges and Trophies – We re-stocked a lot of badges last year and therefore spent less this year
Council Expenses – below budget and tightly managed
Coaching – More completed in the national coaching area, received $7000 in grant funding for this.
Salaries – under budget through reduced headcount in the office and the structure of the SDO role
International tournaments Expense – Above budget, there were some costs (entries and shirts) for the
Womens AC Worlds that were not budgeted for—the event was confirmed after our budgeting round.
PEGS Expense – see PEGS income for explanation.
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Croquet New Zealand is proud to be affiliated to the
World Croquet Federation

Croquet New Zealand acknowledges the support of SportNZ
for assistance with Community Sport Funding

The following gaming machine societies provided Croquet NZ
with valuable funding assistance

Infinity Foundation
Mainland Foundation
Pelorus Trust

Croquet NZ worked closely with the following croquet equipment
Suppliers during 2012/13

WOOD MALLETS

